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Companies always look for the best solutions to increase their productivity and 
improve the working conditions of their employees.

In Europe, companies have the obligation to ensure the health protection and 
safety of their employees (toxic substance  exposures and musculoskeletal 
disorders).

Efficiency, expertise, solutions are Powertools Sweden AB’s commitments.

That is why Powertools now offers MABI’s 50 years of expertise from Europe –
with an innovative solution – in order to launch an improved service for 
construction- and industrial companies in Sweden: ergonomic and efficient tools
for industrial maintenance and stripping in foundries, wood/food industry, oven
cleaning etc.

WHY? Why Powertools Sweden distribute Scrap’Air?



WHY? Why Powertools Sweden distribute Scrap’Air?

Expert in the distribution and production of high quality 
building materials, Powertools Sweden – in accordance 
with its values – bring an innovative solution adapted to 
the renovation professionals to remove any types of 
materials on all surfaces.

« Today users health protection at construction sites 
means protecting the companies that hire them»: this is 
the message Powertools Sweden conveys to all its 
customers.

5 good reasons to choose from Scrap’Air
range
1. Unique technology in Europe, make the difference in
the industry with highly innovative and safety equipment.

2. Sale and technical support, trainings of your team and 
strong online presence with tutorial videos.

3. Easy to use, large range of tools adapted to lots of 
stripping conditions.

4. Easy to maintain, with the pneumatic technology and 
the high-quality of the components.

5. MABI’s 50 years of experience, with continuous 
improvement of the safety and ergonomics of its 
products.



HOW? How was Scrap’Air born?

What makes all the difference of Scrap’Air range is the focus on the users
working conditions as well as on the work itself. 
It is thanks to this philosophy that the founder of MABI, Marc Bidaux 
invented the first ergonomic stripper, 40 years ago, and successfully filed the 
first high percussion system patents to strip floors and walls.

To continue in this spirit, other innovations have perfected the range, such 
as those developed by Olivier Bidaux, the current manager, regarding the 
optimization of ergonomics and the reduction of vibrations.

Scrap'Air tools are designed and manufactured exclusively in France. As a 
manufacturer, Scrap'Air are committed to a high level quality, ensuring the 
products high reliability and low maintenance, even for intense use in 
extreme environments.

First tests in 1980

Innovation in 2012



HOW? How does Scrap’Air make the difference?

A production method with European standards and the long lifespan 
of the material are our environmentally friendly commitments, in line 
with a long-term strategy, born 50 years ago.

5 good reasons to choose Scrap’Air pneumatic 
stripper

1. Improve working positions, usability and efficiency thanks to 
ergonomic handles designed for optimizing angles of comfort.

2. Prevent from musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) while increasing 
the operating time with the two patented anti-vibration systems that 
minimize vibration.

3. Benefit from a high productivity thanks to pneumatic energy which 
ensures an incomparable ratio weight / power. It allows to be used in 
the most extreme environments (dust, heat, humidity, corrosive 
atmosphere).

4. Safe work thanks to a fast and simple connection of the tools

5. Optimize your return on investment thanks to:
- French manufacturing in our workshop ensures a maximized 
lifespan,
- Tools made from tempered steel offering high resistance for a longer 
life and a grit blasted surface preventing oxidation,
- A high-end equipment design limiting maintenance costs.



WHAT?What do customers need for industrial stripping?



WHAT?What do customers need for floor stripping ?



www.scrapair.com www.youtube.com

APPROVED BY CUSTOMERS IN MORE THAN 30 COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD

www.powertools.se


